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Living the dream: New tool that can
automatically analyse dreams reveals
they do NOT contain hidden meanings
and are simply a continuation of what
happens in everyday life

Researchers created a tool that studies the words used to describe a dream
The team then fed more than 20,000 dream descriptions through the new tool 
The tool analyses the dream using a system that usually requires manual input
The study found that dreams are simply a continuation of our everyday lives 
The tool could soon be adapted to help mental health patients by comparing
their real world thoughts and what is happening in their dreaming mind

By RYAN MORRISON FOR MAILONLINE 
PUBLISHED: 00:00, 26 August 2020 | UPDATED: 00:48, 26 August 2020

Have you ever woken up from a dream that made absolutely no sense and wondered
what it was all about? 

A team of researchers claim the dream you've experienced is just a continuation of
what is happening in your every day life - with no deeper or hidden meaning.

Experts from the Nokia Bell Labs in Cambridge created a Natural Language
Processing technique that can automatically analyse dreams and quantify them. 

According to what sleep scientists call the 'continuity hypothesis,' our dreams reflect
what we experience in our real lives and the new tool proves the theory.

Because our dreams reflect every day life, the authors say it could be possible to
build a tool that could help in mental health diagnosis and treatment. 
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SNAKES, SEX AND A
SWORD: DREAM TEXT
EXAMPLES 

Researchers analised more than
20,000 examples of dream text.

Have you ever woken up from a dream that made absolutely no sense and wondered what it
was all about? Left baffled over whether there is a deeper meaning? Stock image

The tool looked at the dreams of 20,000 people including a war veteran. The tool categorised
the dream and linked it to everyday life

Using the new 'Dreamcatcher' tool, the team had it study over 20,000 dream reports
and found that what we dream is a continuation of what happens in everyday life.  

Among the people whose dreams the tool analysed were a female artist, blind
dreamers, a schoolgirl, a war veteran and a cross-dressing businessman. 

They found a way to automatically place
dreams on a scale that is commonly used
by sleep experts called the Hall and Van
de Castle system.

During the second century AD,
Artemidorus Daldianus produced a five-
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These are a few examples:

Roland hit the monster with his
sword. The monster agonized and
died.
I am in hand to hand combat with a
man of about fifty. With a sinister
leer he taunts me.  As my knife
becomes a fork, I spear him in the
thorat, causing him a mortal wound.
His eyes bulge forward; the gushing
blood mixes with his last gurgling
breath. 
Bonnie and I are in a room and there
is a rattle snake I am afraid of it.
Bonnie is unconcerned and picks it
up by the tail and I cry out in fear.
She laughs at me as it wriggles
around her and then nearly biting
me. I move away, angry at her for
putting me in this danger.
I dreamed that I had sex with Doug.
We were in this huge, hot room, and
then we just started stripping. He
caressed me and told me it was the
4th happiest moment in his life.
Then the rest of the school began to
walk in and we started getting
dressed really quickly.

volume work entitled 'The Interpretation
of Dreams'. 

In the 1890s, Sigmund Freud associated
specific meanings to characters, objects,
animals, and scenarios that frequently
appeared in dreams. 

More recently, sleep scientists have
developed increasingly sophisticated
ways of coding dreams - with more than
150 dream rating and content analysis
scales available today including the best
rated 'Hall and Van de Castle' system. 

This coding system sees a dream as a
cast of characters, a plot in which
characters interact with each other and a
process reflecting different active
states.  

The problem is that this is an entirely
manual process that takes a long time
and limits the number of dreams that can
be coded.

The new tool developed by the
Cambridge team set out to resolve that
problem by finding a way to process the
language describing dreams
automatically.

From each dream report, the tool
extracted nouns to identify people, animals, and fictional characters, and verbs to
classify interactions in terms of friendly interactions or acts of aggression.

Among the text studied by the artificial intelligence algorithm were mentions of a
monster with a sword, having sex in a huge hot room and wiggling snakes. 

The results suggest it is possible to build future technologies that bridge the current
yawning gap between real life and dreaming - to quantify the 'sleeping mind'.

To try and tackle the problem of manual dream processing experts have been mining
manual reports with algorithms focusing on emotions.  

In so doing, researchers have not tackled two main technical challenges, according
to the team behind the new dream analysis tool.

That is how to mine aspects of dream reports that research has found important,
such as characters and interactions; and how to do so in a principled way grounded
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in the literature. 

'To tackle these challenges, we designed a tool that automatically scores dream
reports by operationalising the widely used dream analysis scale by Hall and Van de
Castle,' the team wrote. 

'We validated the tool’s effectiveness on hand-annotated dream reports and tested
what sleep scientists call the ‘continuity hypothesis’ at this unprecedented scale.' 

In the therapeutic context, the main goal of dream analysis is to help people address
their real-life problems and the team say their tool can be used to help people
identify latent emotional states, and to help people cope with significant life events.  

A female artist was among those whose dreams were analysed by the tool. Her sleeping mind
focused on aesthetic concepts similar to those in her everyday life

A cross-dressing businessman called Chris dreamed of self-awareness, something he thought
about while awake. Researchers say the work helps link the sleep and wake thought process

'For those suffering from nightmares, interpreting dreams and ultimately influencing
them are ways of partly treat their condition,' the authors explained.   
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As much as in their real lives, in their dreams, women tended to be friendlier and less
aggressive than men, the team discovered. 

All these results support the idea that there is indeed continuity between what
individual experience in real life and what they dream. 

Interestingly, they found that blind people - who were expecting to dream in ways
similar to the general public - tended to instead dream imaginary characters.

'In the future, we will explore which research communities and practitioners could
benefit from our dream scoring tool,' the authors said. 

'We will also integrate our tool with a mobile app with which users can record their
dreams in a convenient way.'

The findings have been published in the journal Royal Society Open Science.

Read more:
royalsocietypubl...
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white blazer as she
poses up a storm in
knee-high boots during
Ibiza getaway
.

Grime star Bugzy
Malone, 29, appears in
court as he faces trial
on two wounding
charges
 

Kanye West closes in
the ranch style church
on his $20m Calabasas
property by building a
HUGE wall around it...
after being ordered to
tear down domes
 

Nicole Scherzinger
puts her flawless
features on display as
age-defying Pussycat
Doll shares
smouldering selfies with
fans
 

Diversity 'are top of
ITV's wish list to star in
Britain's Got Talent
Christmas special' -
after their BLM routine
racked up 21,673 Ofcom
complaints
 

Winnie Harlow looks
radiant as she puts on a
loved-up display with
her basketball star beau
Kyle Kuzma in matching
tracksuits
 

'I hope I inherited your
endless charm and zest
for life': Olivia Attwood
shares heartbreaking
post after the death of
her grandfather
 

Megan McKenna
wears yellow bikini top
and crocheted mini skirt
as she promotes her
hair extension range 
 

Tyra Banks is
BLASTED on Twitter as
fans react to her
Dancing With The Stars
host debut after
replacing Tom Bergeron
and Erin Andrews
 

David Tennant is
terrifying as a real-life
Hannibal Lecter:
CLAUDIA CONNELL
reviews Des, ITV's
chilling new drama 
 

Imperial College examine how DMT changes brainwaves to 'dream-state'
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Vincent Cassel's wife
Tina Kunakey exudes
glamour in a fuchsia
gown as she joins a
racy Poppy Delevingne
at star-studded Bulgari
show in Rome 
 

Britney Spears legal
docs say she's 'done
performing' for now... as
star urges the court to
reject her father Jamie
Spears' pick for co-
conservator
 

Simon Cowell 'suffers
a $200k LOSS after
buying his former X
Factor protégée Leona
Lewis' $3.9m five-
bedroom LA mansion to
flip and sell on'
 

Miley Cyrus tries to
make her ex Cody
Simpson jealous by
showing off her
washboard abs... after
singing Maneater for her
'future ex-husband'
 

Kaley Cuoco gets into
character as she
performs dramatic
scenes during night
shoot for upcoming TV
show The Flight
Attendant in NYC
 

Rita Ora puts on an
eye-popping display as
she goes braless
beneath plunging
terracotta blazer for
sizzling fashion shoot
 

Kendall Jenner reveals
she's a 'stoner' on Kate
Hudson's podcast: 'No
one knows that, so
that's the first time I've
ever really said
anything out there'
 

Dancing With The
Stars: Tiger King star
Carole Baskin, 59,
performs the Pasa
Doble to Eye Of The
Tiger as season 29
kicks off
 

Star Wars actor John
Boyega QUITS Jo
Malone role after
fragrance firm axed him
from advert he filmed
about his own life
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Stranger Things star
David Harbour spotted
solo in NYC one week
after marrying Lily Allen
in Las Vegas
 

Madison Beer covers
up in a face mask as
she drives to dinner for
a double date with
rumoured boyfriend
Nick Austin and two
friends
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
shows toned physique
in black sports bra and
matching leggings in
Los Angeles
 

Kim Kardashian
prepares to tackle her
acne as she receives
house call from Sandra
Lee (AKA Dr. Pimple
Popper)

Kourtney Kardashian's
BFF Addison Rae rocks
a floral sports bra and
black leggings as she
grabs a bite in West
Hollywood
 

'Now that I have your
attention': Chris Evans
pokes fun at his
accidental nude leak as
he breaks social media
silence to urge his
followers to vote
 

Britney Spears
showcases her fit figure
in a new dancing
video... as her legal
battle over her father's
conservatorship
continues
 

'Overjoyed!' Destiny's
Child founding member
LeToya Luckett
announces birth of son
Tysun Wolf Walker
 

Robin Wright, 54, puts
her toned physique on
display in skintight navy
blue leggings as she
walks dog with
husband Clement
Giraudet, 36, in LA
 

Chrishell Stause's fans
rally to support her on
Twitter after she scores
in the bottom three on
Dancing With The Stars
season premiere
 

Pitch Perfect! Rebel
Wilson enjoys a spot of
car karaoke while stuck
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in LA traffic - as she
continues to flaunt her
18kg weight loss
 

EXCLUSIVE  Binky
Felstead flashes her
new £50,000 ring as she
picks up daughter India
from ex Josh Patterson
after getting engaged  
 

Married actors Blake
Lee and Ben Lewis are
set to star in Lifetime's
first LGBTQ holiday
movie with Fran
Drescher
 

GMB's Ranvir Singh
confirms she has SPLIT
from her husband
weeks before making
her Strictly Come
Dancing debut
 

Kanye goes on strike:
Star says no more
music till his contract
ends as he launches
into another rant calling
himself 'New Moses'
 

Scout Willis runs
errands in long-sleeve
top and tapered pants
with beloved pup
Grandma in LA
 

Frail Hollywood star
Ryan O'Neal, 79,
reunites with Oscar-
winning daughter Tatum
and grandchildren as
they pose together for
first time in 17 YEARS
 

Tyra Banks is
ravishing in red as she
takes to dance floor for
FIRST TIME as she
debuts as host of
Dancing With The Stars
 

Zara McDermott
displays her toned
figure as she poses in
red lace lingerie amid
'crisis talks with her ex
Sam Thompson
following cheating
claims'
 

Paris Hilton wanted
explosive fight with ex-
boyfriend Aleks
Novakovic taken off her
YouTube Originals doc
This Is Paris
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Apollo 11 and
RuPaul's Drag Race
lead the way after the
first night of the
Creative Emmy Awards
 

Chadwick Boseman
buried near South
Carolina hometown six
days after he died
following cancer battle
The Black Panther star
was laid to rest Sept. 3

Ariel Winter professes
her love for dogs in
printed grey sweatshirt
and skintight black
leggings as she stocks
up on groceries in LA
 

Jennifer Garner shows
her support for LA Fire
Department as she
hand-delivers flowers to
a friend's office in
upscale Brentwood
neighborhood

Harrison Ford stocks
up on groceries with
wife Calista Flockhart at
Vicente Food Market in
Santa Monica
 

'This s**t has to stop':
Jason Momoa says
'serious stuff went
down' as he backs Ray
Fisher over his claims
of abusive behavior on
set of Justice League
 

EXCLUSIVE  Katie
Holmes kisses new
boyfriend Emilio Vitolo
Jr. in NYC... as their
romance heats up after
chef dumped his
fiancée for the actress
 

Gerard Butler runs
solo errands in LA as
release of his disaster
movie Greenland is
delayed again due to
COVID-19
 

Star of Netflix's Cheer
docuseries Jerry Harris,
21, 'is under FBI
investigation for
allegedly soliciting sex
and explicit photos from
minors'
 

Nicky Hilton puts on
leggy show in gray plaid
coat dress and ankle
boots at Monse
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presentation during
NYFW
 

Amber Heard makes
the case for equestrian
chic as she teases her
taut midriff in riding
look while on horseback
in LA
 

Justin Bieber's wife
Hailey wears a hot pink
string bikini as she
joins friend Bella Hadid
for the new Versace
Dylan Turquoise
campaign
 

Lisa Vanderpump
shops at Chanel in
Beverly Hills with
devoted husband Ken
Todd ahead of her 60th
birthday
 

Phillip Schofield 'is set
to convert a garage at
his £2.6m family home
into a two-bedroom
bachelor pad'
 

JK Rowling is accused
of transphobia AGAIN
after the villain in her
latest book is as a
cross-dressing man
who murders women 
 

Paris Hilton, 39, plans
to have a set of boy/girl
twins and has already
picked a city-inspired
name for her daughter...
as she talks starting
family with boyfriend
 

Jemma Lucy
highlights her ample
cleavage and pert
derriere in sporty white
co-ords as she enjoys
night out
 

Rachel Riley cuts a
stylish figure as she
leaves the Countdown
studio in a navy top and
matching skirt after
filming
 

Kim Kardashian
shares a sweet photo of
her daughter Chicago
looking like a princess
in pink
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Inside Soap Awards
2020: Nominees and
new 'feel-good moment'
category are revealed
ahead of a VIRTUAL
ceremony
 

'I've never felt sexier in
my body': Ashley James
embraces her baby
bump in lingerie as she
reveals she's now 24
weeks pregnant
 

Elton John 'launches
his own drink with
husband David Furnish
and their A-list pal
Victoria Beckham is top
of the waiting list'

Michelle Keegan
shows off her long legs
in sheer tights and
black leotard as she
models stylish pieces
from her new Very
clothing collection
 

Javicia Leslie honored
to be first Black actress
to play Batwoman in
live-action TV show and
hopes to be a voice for
her community in role
 

'Prince Andrew was
excruciating': Tory MP's
wife Sasha Swire says
Duke of York spoke
about 'how brilliant he
was' when she attended
official dinner in 2011
 

Nikki Bella showcases
her post-baby body in a
strapless maxi dress
during grocery run...
after sharing steamy
video with fiance Artem
Chigvintsev
 

Cynthia Nixon says
parts of Sex in the City
'look dated now' as she
reveals the cast were
aware of the hit show
being very 'white'
 

Iskra Lawrence
showcases her jaw-
dropping figure in
NAKED shower snaps
taken by her partner
Philip Payne while she
celebrates her birthday
 

Game of Thrones'
Hafthor Björnsson
showcases his rippling
physique as he
discusses breaking
deadlift record
 

How do you tell your
family you have cancer
... and it's incurable?
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Sky TV's JACQUIE
BELTRAO and her
daughter talk movingly
about diagnosis
 

Diversity's BLM
performance on BGT
edges closer to
becoming TV's most
protested moment of
the DECADE
 

CLAUDIA CONNELL
reviews last night's TV:
This bomb squad's so
cool and calm the
drama just fizzled out 
 

'We haven't had a
baby': Idris Elba sets
record straight after
confusing fans by
referring to himself as a
'father of two boys' in
interview
 

Charles Dance, 73,
displays his youthful
physique in a vest as he
links arms with Italian
producer girlfriend
Alessandra Masi, 53
 

Ciara hits the treadmill
for 'Monday, run day'
and reveals her current
weight at 185lbs having
already lost 20lbs since
giving birth in July
 

Cristiano Ronaldo's
stunning girlfriend
Georgina Rodríguez
flaunts her toned curves
in a tiny yellow zebra-
print bikini during
fashion shoot
 

Cameron Diaz is the
image of California girl
cool in a classic jeans
and a tee shirt look...
after reuniting with her
Charlie's Angels co-
stars
 

Dermot O'Leary
reveals he confronted
Simon Cowell about not
being given enough
screen time on The X
Factor when he returned
as host in 2016
 

Louise Thompson
poses in a nude bikini
as her brother Sam has
'crisis talks with ex Zara
McDermott amid
cheating claims'
Louise looked incredible 
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Cassie Randolph is
granted temporary
restraining order
against ex-boyfriend
Colton Underwood after
claiming he planted a
tracking device on her
car
 

Kelly Bensimon shows
off her killer body in
sports bra and tiny
shorts while going on
her daily run in NYC
 

Drew Barrymore
touches on infamous
1995 David Letterman
flashing incident while
talking about new talk
show gig: 'There is TMI'
 

Maya Jama displays
her cleavage and toned
midriff in crop-top
paired with leather
shorts as she steps out
in London
 

Chris Pratt and Anna
Faris sell Hollywood
Hills mansion for
$4.75M... two years after
finalizing divorce
 

Jane Seymour, 69,
flaunts fit figure in
sports bra and leggings
for National Day of
Encouragement
 

Melania Trump dons a
$945 white midi dress
and bright orange
stilettos as she hosts a
White House event to
raise awareness for
sickle cell disease
 

Ray J files for divorce
from Princess Love and
requests joint custody
of their kids... just two
months after couple
reconciled following her
divorce filing
 

Eric and Lara Trump
celebrate their son
Luke's third birthday
with a 'rager' at Trump
National Golf complete
with pizza and a dog-
themed cake
. Share
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Riverdale kicks off
season 5 with KJ Apa
steam room scene...
after cast concludes 14-
day quarantine
 

Kelly Brook looks
stylish as she reunites
with her former Big
Breakfast co-host
Johnny Vaughan 21
years after quitting the
show 
 

FIRST LOOK:
Jeopardy! unveils its
new socially distanced
set as it becomes first
quiz show to return to
TV amid the pandemic
 

Denise Richards left
Real Housewives Of
Beverly Hills because
an 'agreement' could
not be reached says
Andy Cohen: 'I'm living
in that sadness'
 

Jennifer Garner, 48,
makes the rare move of
posing with both her
parents Patricia and
William at her family's
farm in Oklahoma: 'Tons
of love'
 

Diane Keaton, 74,
proves she still has a
feisty side as she
models a VOTE B****ES
hat while pumping gas
into her $150K
Mercedes-Benz
 

Drew Barrymore and
Charlies Angels co-
stars Cameron Diaz and
Lucy Liu reunite on her
new talk show
 

Jennifer Lopez can't
be missed as she
models a print
motorcycle jacket over
a floral maxi dress
alongside A-Rod... as
they continue to try to
buy the Mets
 

Liam Neeson talks
catharsis of co-starring
with son Micheál
Richardson in Made in
Italy... and defends Star
Wars Episode 1
 

Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson is 'doing fine'
after recovering from
COVID-19 and is already
back to work on his
Netflix film Red Notice
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SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Why
Sir David Frost's son is
incensed by the new
coronavirus crackdown 
 

Des viewers are left in
shock as David
Tennant's Dennis Nilsen
calmly admits to killing
'15 or 16' men in chilling
drama
 

Jonathan Majors joins
Marvel Cinematic
Universe with lead role
in upcoming Ant-Man
movie
 

Daniel Craig looks
brooding as James
Bond in images from No
Time To Die while Rami
Malek reveals the
'unsettling' nature of
villain Safin in new
video 
 

Molly-Mae Hague
looks effortlessly chic
in black leather coat as
she poses for new
fashion competition
 

Ciao bella! Lady Kitty
Spencer, 29, wows in
stunning sheer black
gown as she attends
star-studded Bulgari
show in Rome
 

Ashlee Simpson cuts a
cool figure in a yellow
blazer as she shows off
her growing baby bump
while picking up
groceries from an LA
market
 

Myleene Klass reveals
SHE designed her black
diamond engagement
ring after Simon Motson
proposed and it's the
only one of its kind in
the WORLD
 

TV presenter Steph
McGovern reveals she
had therapy to cure
night terrors about
losing her 10-month old
baby 
 

90 Day Fiance's
Larissa Dos Santos
Lima spent $72K on
plastic surgery to look
like Kylie Jenner
 

TOWIE's Chloe Ross
nails casual chic in a
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black sheer top and
blue jeans as she
enjoys a day out in
London
 

Jess Wright flaunts
her sensational figure in
a yellow shirt and
matching floral rara
skirt as she celebrates
her 35th birthday 
 

Drew Barrymore has
teary meltdown ahead
of her daytime talk
show premiere: 'I am
really struggling'
The Drew Show
premieres Monday

RHOP's Ashley Darby
admits she smells her
husband's underwear,
and checks his texts ...
as her co-stars confront
her with new rumors he
has a secret 'boyfriend' 
 

Meg Ryan, 58, proves
she has kept her movie
star figure as she looks
slender in a T-shirt and
jeans while running
errands with daughter
Daisy, 16
 

EXCLUSIVE  Steve
Bing's daughter Kira
Kerkorian must prove
she's his biological
child after petitioning to
take over his estate 
 

Katie Waissel shows
off her athletic physique
in a skimpy red bikini as
she sunbathes in a
north London park
She's a keen advocate of
working out

Kristin Cavallari
shows off her toned abs
in a spotted sports bra
as she gets in an early
morning workout:
'Monday, let's go!'
 

Maura Higgins flashes
her abs in a satin crop
top as she reunites with
Love Island co-
stars Joe Garratt and
Chris Taylor for dinner
at Sheesh 
.

Chloe Ferry reveals fans
can RENT her stylish
Newcastle mansion
which has its own hot
tub, bar and games
room
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John Legend and
Chrissy Teigen lease
stunning modern $16M
Beverly Hills mansion...
as they wait on escrow
to close for their
previous $24M home
.

'It was love at first
sight': Strictly's Neil
Jones passionately
kisses girlfriend Luisa
in sensual shoot after
dropping heavy hints
they've secretly married
 

Game Of Thrones'
Emilia Clarke enjoys a
trip to the park with her
beloved pet pooch...
after her cosy outing
with Matt Smith sparks
romance rumours
 

EXCLUSIVE  Jeremy
Renner claims the
pandemic has cost him
MILLIONS with his
$350k a month income
dropping to 'less than
zero' 
 

TOWIE's Amy Childs
looks glamorous in
white suit as she joins
cousin Harry Derbidge
and other co-stars for
filming
Looking good  

Piers Morgan urges
viewers to 'wake up or
don't watch' in furious
defence of Diversity as
their BLM routine on
BGT racks up 15,500
Ofcom complaints
 

Denise Richards the
biker babe enjoys
brunch with husband
Aaron Phypers... after
quitting RHOBH
following Brandi
Glanville affair scandal
 

Strictly Come Dancing
star Nicola Adams says
she is ready to 'break
boundaries' as part of
first same-sex couple in
show's history
 

Conor McGregor says
'I can't go on like this' in
Twitter spat after his
arrest for 'exhibiting his
private parts to a
woman' in French bar 
The MMA star hit back Share
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Alessandra Ambrosio
displays her
supermodel physique in
a bikini as she plays
volleyball on the smoke-
covered beach in Malibu
amid raging wildfires
 

Malcolm McDowell, 77,
lands the role of a
widower who is driven
mad inside a haunted
house after his wife dies
in The Benefactor
One to watch  

Rachael Ray reveals
the devastating damage
to her New York
mansion after chimney
fire ripped through the
property: 'When one
chapter ends'
 

Lionel Messi becomes
football's second
billionaire as Barcelona
star - who is set to earn
£98million in 2020 -
fends off competition
from Cristiano Ronaldo 
 

Joe Biden's wife Jill,
69, models funky $700
over-the-knee boots
with 'VOTE' written
down the side in silver
as she joins her
husband
 

Claire Foy puts on a
VERY animated display
as she enjoys al fresco
lunch with a friend in
north London 
 

'Suits me perfectly!':
Mark Wright takes his
new Chevrolet 3100
pick-up truck for a spin
after collecting a
takeaway from Sheesh
restaurant
 

Christine Lampard is
effortlessly stylish in a
boxy white blouse and
skinny jeans as she
grabs lunch
She always manages to
look effortlessly chic

Binky Felstead and
new fiancé Max Darnton
celebrate their
engagement as they
party with Rosie
Fortescue and a group
of pals
 

Son of Storage Wars
star Dan Dotson shot in
the chest in Lake
Havasu and is expected
to survive after being
airlifted to Las Vegas for
emergency surgery
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You're not filming
Geordie Shore now!
Chloe Ferry struggles to
contain her assets in
skimpy mini dress
 

Trinny Woodall, 56,
smokes a cigarette as
she settles down to an
al fresco lunch with
partner Charles Saatchi,
77, at their favourite
seafood restaurant
.

The Duchess fans go
wild for Katherine
Ryan's wardrobe and
say she's set a
'new standard for
school run attire'
 

Britney Spears'
divorced parents Jamie
and Lynne are 'at war'
over her
conservatorship
 

Sharon Stone, 62,
admits she has tried
online dating but found
it 'dismal' because it
was impossible to feel
the chemistry: 'I miss
face-to-face flirting'

Ivana Trump, 71, tucks
into lunch alongside her
dog in NYC - hours after
she was branded a
'bigot' for saying US
immigrants 'must come
legally'
 

Holby City star Joe
McFadden quits
PureGym for 'failing to
keep members safe'
after complaining about
a lack of paper towels
and overflowing bins
 

'I cried twice
yesterday!' Vogue
Williams reveals how
she's coping with
motherhood during the
pandemic as she brings
baby Gigi to chat show
 

Kim Zolciak, 42,
wishes husband Kroy
Biermann a happy 35th
birthday as they pose in
front of their $330K
Rolls Royce SUV
 

Taylor Swift sends a
hand embroidered baby
blanket to Katy Perry's
newborn daughter Daisy
two years after the
singers ended their feud
 

James Norton and
girlfriend Imogen Poots
wrap up their Italian trip
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as they prepare to
head home from the
Venice Film Festival
 

Meghan Markle is
'pitching documentary
about Black Lives
Matter founder' Patrisse
Cullotrs as part of $100
million Netflix deal
 

Tyra Banks says she's
'proud' she crashed the
Sports Illustrated
website when she
posed in a yellow bikini
at 45... as she prepares
for DWTS hosting job
 

'The world came down
on my shoulders': Dr
Alex George tells of the
'tremendous guilt' he
felt after the tragic death
of his brother
 

Isla Fisher steps out
wearing pretty floral
Bardot top with
matching pumps and
denim hotpants in LA
 

Former Real Madrid
defender Christoph
Metzelder 'makes
confession' over
allegations of owning
and spreading child
pornography on
WhatsApp 
 

Strictly WILL operate
with a live studio
audience - with tickets
allocated in 'family
bubbles' of four,
cabaret-style seating
and face coverings  
 

Here comes the bride!
Prince Harry's ex
Cressida Bonas cuts a
casual figure as she's
seen publicly for the
first time since her low-
key lockdown wedding
 

Love Island's Jess
Gale risks a serious
wardrobe malfunction in
sheer corset as she
joins twin sister Eve in
matching denim shorts
on night out
 

Jenni Falconer proves
the show must go on as
she's seen sporting a
fracture walker boot on
her injured foot en route
to hosting radio show
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Ouch 

Society footwear
designer Aruna Seth
dons two pairs of £600
heels as she marries in
a town hall ceremony
attended by the mother
of Princess Beatrice's
stepson Dara Huang
 

Coleen Rooney steps
out in form-fitting
workout gear as she
grabs coffee and pastry
ahead of £1m High
Court showdown with
Rebekah Vardy
 

Ashley Roberts
exudes elegance in a
blush pink backless
dress as she celebrates
her 39th birthday with
cake and champagne  
 

Holly Willoughby and
Phillip Schofield appear
'side by side' on This
Morning with clever
camera angles as they
celebrate 11 years of
hosting together
.

Kim Kardashian
responds to backlash
over her 'maternity
solutionwear' as her
pregnant pal Chrissy
Teigen says she feels
'ZERO pressure'
 

Dancing On Ice's
Brianne Delcourt
reveals she's
PREGNANT and
confirms she has
married Kevin Kilbane
 

Kate Garraway looks
cheery in pink suit as
she heads back to work
at Smooth Radio for the
first time since husband
Derek's coronavirus
battle
 

Lauren Goodger puts
on a very busty display
in plunging black
negligee... after sharing
a wistful throwback with
jailbird ex Jake McLean
 

Amanda Holden
embraces the late
summer heatwave as
she steps out after
breaking her silence on
BGT's Black Lives
Matter controversy   
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DailyMailTV host
Thomas Roberts gets a
warm welcome from
former NBC colleagues
as he joins Today to
kick off season four
 

Rihanna covers her
bruised eye with
sunglasses on set of
secret project as she
returns to work
following accident on
electric scooter 
 

The Singapore Grip
viewers 'switch off' as
they bemoan 'bizarre'
switching timelines in
the first episode
 

Katie Price and Carl
Woods share a
doughnut between their
mouths before he
mounts her mobility
scooter trip to Alton
Towers
 

Megan Fox and
Machine Gun Kelly's
film Midnight In The
Switchgrass is forced to
shut down AGAIN after
Covid-19 outbreak
among crew
 

EastEnders' Adam
Woodyatt shows off his
slimmed-down frame
following weight loss as
he steps out without his
wedding ring after
splitting from wife
 

Rod Stewart, 75, is
joined by wife Penny
Lancaster, 49, as he he
helps coach their
youngest son Aiden, 9,
and his team during
football practice
 

'Life is full of ups and
downs and right now we
are taking an up!' Louis
Smith confirms he is
expecting a baby girl
with partner Charlie
Bruce
 

Mick Jagger's
girlfriend Melanie
Hamrick, 34, shows off
her toned figure in a
black bikini as she
poses on a boat on
holiday
 

Queen in the
classroom! Letizia of
Spain is a model pupil
in a checked top and
black trousers as she
visits a school
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Actress Sally Phillips
slams Amazon for
selling Down's
syndrome 'hatewear'
after T-shirts appear on
the site AGAIN
 

EastEnders' £87million
set finally nears
completion with
redesigned Queen Vic,
Walford market and Ian
Beale's chippy ready for
their first customers
 

'She's Meghan
Markle's double!':
Lorraine viewers are left
stunned by Emmerdale
actress Fiona Wade's
uncanny resemblance
to Duchess of Sussex
 

TOWIE's Chloe Sims
looks stylish in leather
jacket and trousers as
she joins leggy Georgia
Kousoulou and host of
other co-stars for
filming
 

'I want Carl to be my
daddy': Katie Price
shares video of son
Harvey discussing her
new boyfriend
 

Love Island's Arabella
Chi turns up the heat in
white thong bikini and
blue cropped t-shirt
after it was revealed her
new man is 'playboy'
Morad Izemrane
 

Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire? jackpot
winner, 57, reveals he
went on a caravan
holiday with wife the
day after his seven-
figure win
 

Cynthia Nixon says
that she doesn't get J.K.
Rowling's remarks
about transgender
people but still watches
Harry Potter films with
her transgender son
 

'I'm a fanatic about
voting': Arnold
Schwarzenneger offers
to pay to reopen polling
places in the South 
 

Ashley Banjo reveals
he and Diversity have
been the target of 'racial
abuse and threats'
following the group's
controversial BLM
routine on BGT
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BBC removed me from
my dream job: Sue
Barker insists she
would never have
voluntarily left job as
Question of Sport
anchor
 

Shanina Shaik looks
chic in oversized black
blazer as she takes her
dog for a low-key walk
in London
 

Prince Philip is 'being
made' to join the Queen
at Windsor Castle after
two-week stay at
Sandringham because
there's not enough staff
to create two separate
anti-Covid-19 bubbles
 

Chantel Jeffries
shares a very public
display of affection with
boyfriend Andrew
Taggart as couple return
to LA after sunshine
break in Mexico
 

Megan McKenna puts
on a sultry display as
she poses braless in a
cream crochet top 
 

Kendall and Kylie
Jenner flash cute smiles
in adorable throwback
photo with grandmother
Mary Jo
 

Jennifer Lopez shares
a joke with friends as
she dines al fresco amid
ongoing battle to 
purchase the New York
Mets baseball franchise
.

Will Smith and DJ
Jazzy Jeff reunite
outside the iconic Fresh
Prince Of Bel Air
mansion... as Will helps
the owners rent it out on
Airbnb for only $30
 

Katie Holmes' new
beau Emilio Vitolo Jr.
takes a break between
shifts to chat with
customers at his
restaurant Emilio's
Ballato 
 

Life in lockdown: Kate
Middleton unveils 100
photos of how the world
has coped under
coronavirus for new
virtual National Portrait
Gallery exhibition 
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Besotted Alec and
Hilaria Baldwin share
gallery of ten sweet
photos of their baby
Eduardo just days after
he was born 
 

Lewis Hamilton faces
official probe for
wearing 'political' t-shirt
calling for ARREST of
police over the shooting
death of a black woman
in Kentucky
 

Rob Kardashian adds
more ink to his arm
sleeve and shows it off
on Instagram as KUWTK
comes to an end
 

Binky Felstead is
ENGAGED! Made In
Chelsea star reveals
beau Max Darnton has
proposed to her
following 19 month
romance
 

Lindsay Lohan sends
a cryptic tweet to Taylor
Swift with no message
which goes viral
 

Christine McGuinness
admits she's having a
'difficult time' following
her mother's breast
cancer diagnosis as she
gives update on
surgical treatment
.

Woman's Hour host
Jane Garvey says she
quit the BBC Radio 4
programme because her
'indignation bank' is
spent after discussing
the same issues for 13
years
 

Dramatic moment
French police raid
Conor McGregor's £3m
yacht and haul the UFC
star away after
allegations he exposed
himself to a woman
 

Myleene Klass is
ENGAGED to her
partner Simon Motson
after he proposed on
the fifth anniversary of
their first date  
 

Bella Thorne teases
her décolletage as she
goes topless under
black satin robe to
promote her OnlyFans
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'I think we need to
talk': Amy Childs settles
her 6-YEAR feud with
Bobby Norris while
TOWIE fans rejoice as
the star returns to the
series
 

Holly Willoughby looks
typically chic in a green
ensemble as she enjoys
lavish family lunch...
after lamenting
England's imminent 'six
person rule'
 

Miley Cyrus says she
has NEVER experienced
'an election this
important' as she urges
young people to vote in
the upcoming
presidential election
 

Is it all over with Brian
Austin Green? The
telling sign bombshell
Tina Louise and the
hunky 90210 star have
ended their 'fling'
 

Demi Lovato appears
to address 'fake' tweets
supposedly written by
fiance Max Ehrich
pitting her against
former best friend
Selena Gomez
 

GADGET REVIEWS
iPad Pro review: Apple takes the tablet to
new heights (at a price)

Apple's new iPad is blazingly fast,
gorgeous to look at, and quite
simply the best tablet out there - and
for a lot of people, probably the best
computer out there.

 
The small smart display with big potential:
Google Home Hub review

Google is late to the game with its
Home Hub, but the low price and AI
features make it a great choice for
controlling your home, showing
pictures and even helping run your
life.

 
'Good enough for most people': iPhone
XR review

On one hand, the XR lacks the high-
resolution screen and dual-lens
camera on the XS. but it is $250
cheaper and still get most of the
other cutting-edge features found on
the more expensive model.
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The Pixel 3 outsmarts the iPhone (IF you
trust Google with all your information)

AI seems to permeate every part of
its software, from the ability to
answer calls for you to being able to
almost perfectly predict your
morning commute.

 
Bigger and better in every way: Apple's
XS really does take the iPhone to the Max

Apple's new iPhone XS and XS Max
go on sale on Friday - and the
biggest handset Apple has ever
made is also its best (and possibly
unsurprisingly, its most expensive).

 
The $250 beauty device that works like
'Photoshop for your face'

Israeli beauty-tech firm Pollogen has
launched its Geneo Personal
device, which stimulates oxygen
from beneath the skin's surface to
give you a clearer, fresher face
within minutes.

 
iOS 12 review: The update that really will
improve your iPhone

Rather than cram in a plethora of
new features, Apple's latest update
is about boosting stability, with
improvements in everything from
FaceID and battery life.

 
Naim Atom: The hifi that will change the
way you listen to music

It's eye-wateringly expensive at
$2,999, but Naim's Uniti Atom is a
revelation, an integrated amplifier
than makes it easy to stream music
at a quality you've probably never
heard before.

 
The $1,000 wireless speaker that really IS
worth the price: Naim Mu-so Qb review

Naim's incredible Mu-So Qb takes
you back to the good old days -
where the music captivates and
enthralls, rather that simply being
something in the background.

 
The hi-tech $2,000 spin bike that really
could change your life

Peloton's hi-tech bike lets you
stream live and on demand rides to
your home - and it's one of the best
examples of fitness technology out
there - at a price.

 
The best all in one wireless speaker you'll
ever hear: Naim Mu-so review

It might not be a name familiar to the
US market, but Naim is a legendary
British brand hoping to make a
splash with the American launch of
its $1499 Mu:So speaker.
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TOP DISCOUNTS OF THE WEEK
Argos - Argos
necessities
Discover deals on home
essentials and electricals

AO.com - AO Deals
Apply AO.com voucher
codes to save on home
appliances

B&Q - B&Q discounts
Check out the latest B&Q
clearance for great offers

eBay - eBay sales
Save your pennies with
eBay's deals

Very - Very deals
Keep yourselves
entertained with these
electrical offers

Wayfair - Wayfair
discount codes
Check out the latest
Wayfair sale to save on
furniture

  

ADVERTORIAL FEATURES
Find the cheapest and

best value life insurance
This is Money has
teamed up with leading
advisers Cavendish
Online to help you find the
cheapest life insurance

Key Retirement
Boost your retirement
finances 

Find out how >

Fidelity
How much do you need to
save for retirement?
Calculate now >
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